
CONTACT

I'm currently work at Effectiff as an interpreter, helping people
communicate over the phone and video calls. I specialized in medical,
legal, and business sector. My job is to make sure everyone understands
each other accurately and professionally. I handle different topics,
manage multiple requests, and prioritize clear communication.

Rohingya - Native 

Bengali     -  Native

Burmese   - Proficiency 

English.      - Fluent 

 HASSAN MOHAMED HASSAN 
 INTERPRETER

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

Phone : 01866234477

Efficient interpreter with over 4 years of experience delivering Rohingya, Burmese, Bengali, and English
language interpretation services in various communication modes. Expert at enhancing
communications, supporting in-depth cultural competence, and eliminating language barriers. Skilled
at retaining the original context and meaning while prioritizing and fulfilling urgent requests. Ready to
evaluate the best interpreting tactics, understand language and cultural differences, and provide
efficient interpretation services for all Language Service Companies worldwide.

HOMELAND LANGUAGE SERVICES 

VOYCY 

JEENIE

eFFECTIFF 

CAREER OBJECT 

EDUCATION 

With Homeland Language Services, my role involves providing remote
interpretation services via phone and video calls. I focus primarily on
medical and business scenarios. I ensure smooth and precise
communication between individuals, managing multiple interpretation
tasks and prioritizing clear comprehension.

JANUARY 2020 - PRESENT | 

 JANUARY 2021 - PRESENT | 

At Voycy, I specialize in providing remote interpretation services
exclusively in medical contexts. Utilizing phone and video calls, I facilitate
clear and accurate communication between individuals. Managing
various medical interpretation tasks, I prioritize ensuring thorough
understanding and effective information exchange.

JANUARY 2023 - PRESENT | 

 JANUARY 2023 - PRESENT | 

At Jeenie, I excel in delivering remote interpretation services, covering
both medical and business domains. Leveraging phone and video calls, I
facilitate seamless communication between parties. Handling diverse
interpretation tasks in both medical and business settings, I prioritize
clarity and accuracy to ensure effective information exchange.

 CONTACT 

Address : Bangladesh 

Email:hassanmohamedmassan2020@gmail.com

Bachelor of Arts degree in Computer ( BA )
International Islamic University Chittagong ( IIUC )
Date: 2023 - 2027

Matriculation Passed 
Maungdaw High School 
Date: 2014

60 hour medical course 
Voyce University
Date: 2023

Certified Medical Interpreter 
Voyce University
Date: 2023

Fraud, Waste & Abuse
Voyce University
Date: 2023

HIPAA Compliance Course 
Voyce University
Date: 2023

RELEVANT SKILLS 
Lnguage Proficiency: Mastering multiple languages for accurate
communication.
Interpretation Techniques: Proficiency in various modes adapted
for remote settings.
Technical Aptitude: Competence with remote interpretation
platforms and tools.
Cultural Sensitivity: Awareness of cultural nuances for accurate
communication.
Adaptability: Quick adjustment to different contexts and
subjects.
Communication Skills: Clear and concise verbal and non-verbal
communication.

LANGUAGES 

REFERENCE 
Frank M. Dolce
Manager of Linguist Quality & Engagement Linguist
Success Team
fdolce@Jeenie.com Yahoo! Finance| White House
Testimony | Fast Company Jeenie.com


